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German inventor presented on the Las Vegas Adult a complete new kind of 
Vibrator which offers due high technology a sensational erotically feeling like 
no other Vibrator before. 

Dildos made out of very various materials are seen on pictures more than 
1000 years old. 

Approximate 40 years ago the first Vibrators approached the market and 
produced a kind of tickling. Made out of plastic and offered as a Massage 
Stick. You might remember the kind of advertising in magazines and 
catalogues where a lady holds it against here neck, foot or temple. No word 
from Sex at all! In today world there is extreme progress with all technical 
items. The Walkman from Sony was a sensation, followed by CD Players and 
DVD Players, and now we get every year a new iPod. Only the technology for 
Vibrators did not changed in 40 years. Still used is a tiny 3 Volt motor, driven 
by 2 small batteries. Only the design and the material changed into 
thousands of different designs in all colours. 

The most essential point did not changed in the last 40 years. The strength 
of the vibration and the handling. The German inventor Herry Horsch showed 
on the fair a complete new approach to have fun with such a Sex Toy. 
Instead of the 3 Volt Mini Motor he implanted a high tech 12 Volt Motor into 
the vibrator for an extreme strong vibration never seen before. This technical 
revolution could be made by using a very heavy brass unbalance which can 
create lower speed vibrations. The electronic speed control works very 
sensitive from extreme low vibrations like a down feather to brutal action. 
Such a strong motor can not be driven by small batteries. The SANUK, Next 



Generation Vibrator comes with a universal Power Supply (110 to 240 Volt) 
with 1,000 mA. That is good enough to power your notebook. 

Included in the set comes the SANUK Cyber Control Software which opens 
complete new ways to enjoy Sex alone or with your partner. There is no 
switch ON or OFF – often the Producers call it Multispeed – but you hardly 
feel the difference. With this software you can store an unlimited amount of 
so called “Play Programs” on your PC. Every program can be up to a length 
of 50 minutes each. This program has an equalizer like surface and the 
handling is very intuitive. The user can create the strength and the 
timeframe of every of the maximum 63 sequences. Every program can be 
transferred via USB cable to the SANUK Control Unit. Nobody has to take his 
notebook into the bedroom! 

There is one additional feature which might be interesting for couples who 
often travel. The same software allows controlling the vibrator via the 
internet. If the customer uses a messenger service like MSN, Skype or Yahoo 
incl. audio and video you have a Cyber Sex Device. The inventor thinks that 
all these features are a complete new way to have fun alone or together. The 
SANUK Vibrator is strong and intelligent, absolute odourless, because made 
out of best silicone and not to forget absolute noiseless. Many owners of 
commercial grade vibrators know best that some of these Vibs are real soul-
destroying. The producer offers a free download of the SANUK Cyber 
Software to test before buying. 

This innovative Sex Toy can be ordered by SANUKWORLD –
 http://en.sanukworld.com 
SANUK, Next Generation Vibrator is a big step forward in Sexual Pleasure! 
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